
Web Design – Basic principles part 2

Plug-ins
Be aware of the use of plug-ins. If the viewer has to download a plug-in such as flash or
shockwave it could turn them away from your site. However they are good to use if your site
warrants it, but don’t use them just to animate a logo, an animated gif will do the job just as well
without the hassle.

Navigation
Make navigational bars consistent throughout your pages. A viewer should not be more than two
or three clicks away frome your home page at any one time and vice versa.

Header trails
A header trail is another good way for the user to navigate through several levels at a single click.

Contents and structure
The contents and structure of the site are an extremely important part of your web site. A happy
and content visiterwill return. Games and competitions are a good way to encourage traffic.

Maintenance
It is important to do regular checks on your site, to make sure information is up to date and images
are changed on a regular basis and that all links are working properly.

Offer your visitors a chance to get updated information about you through email, but ensure that
you give them a way of getting off of the list.

Production
Think about the cache when producing your web site. By using a core set of graphics that will be
stored in the cache memory when first loaded and therefore will be in the cache memory for
consequential pages making it quicker to download.

Another way to take advangtage of the cache memory is to preload graphics into an earlier page
that the viewer will not notice that something is loading in the background. This does not mean
that the viewer sees the images downloading, by adding the following image tag to the end of the
file:

<img src=”largegraphic.gif” height=1 width=1 alt=””>

Because the graphic is so small it will not be seen on the screen, but when the viewer moves onto
the page containing the graphic it will appear instantly.



Recap

• Think about how your viewer will react to downloading a plug-in
to use your site.

• A good rule of thumb is not to be more than three clicks away
from your home page.

• Use header trails, and use consistent navigational bars
throughout your site.

• Maintain your site on a regular basis.

• Think about the cache when developing your site


